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Influenza binds phosphorylated glycans from human lung

Lauren Byrd-Leotis, Nan Jia, Sucharita Dutta, Jessica F. Trost, Chao Gao, Sandra F. Cummings, Thomas Braulke, Sven Müller-Loennies, Jamie Heimburg-Molinaro, David A. Steinhauer and Richard D. Cummings

INTRODUCTION

Influenza A viruses (IAVs) are a substantial annual burden on human health and the economy, and novel pandemic strains emerge from wild waterfowl hosts at unpredictable intervals. Sialic acid (Sia)–terminating cell surface glycans have been identified as receptors for IAV hemagglutinin (HA), and Sia linkage specificity is thought to provide a critical barrier for cross-species transmission, with avian viruses binding α2,3-linked sialylated glycans and human viruses preferring α2,6-linked sialylated glycans (1–7). Many studies have examined the binding characteristics and the structural interactions of avian and human IAV HAs with glycan receptors and the effects caused by mutations in the HA binding site [reviewed in (8, 9, 10)]. However, a preponderance of the historical data on IAV receptor binding is based on agglutination of erythrocytes from different species (or α2,3- or α2,6-linked resialylated erythrocytes), binding to synthetic sugars or binding to poorly defined surface ligands on cells or tissues. There appears to be a difference in the abundance of sialylated glycan receptors at sites of infection in the natural hosts, i.e., α2,3-linked sialylated glycans are more prevalent in the intestinal tract of birds and α2,6-linked sialylated glycans are enriched on mucosal surfaces of the human upper respiratory tract, largely based on the presumption of specificity of Sia binding by the plant lectins Sambucus nigra agglutinin (SNA; α2,6-linked Sia) and Maackia amurensis lectin (MAL-1; α2,3-linked Sia) (11–13).

Here, we report our characterization of the N-glycome from human lung tissue and our generation of the first human lung–shotgun N-glycan microarray (HL–SGM) to define the natural receptors recognized by a range of IAV. We identified a broad spectrum of both α2,3- and α2,6-linked sialylated N-glycans of various branch patterns and chain length, with and without core fucose modifications, demonstrating a multitude of potential sialylated glycan receptors for IAV. A range of avian, swine, and human IAV of various subtypes exhibited differing spectra of binding profiles, from very broad binding to a variety of glycans to highly selective ligand specificity. We found that all IAV strains examined also bind well to phosphorylated, nonsialylated N-glycans. While Sia recognition by HA is an established feature of IAV, our findings suggest a possible role for alternative ligands, such as the phosphorylated glycans identified here, as cofactors or facilitators of virus entry, possibly opening new/additional routes to influenza treatment.

RESULTS

Human lung–shotgun N-glycan microarray

To identify the endogenous glycans recognized by IAV, we generated an HL–SGM using N-glycans isolated directly from human lung tissue (Fig. 1A). N-glycans were fluorescently labeled, separated by two-dimensional (2D) high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and 120 fractions were collected and concentrated to equal volume to reflect the natural abundance in the lung and then were covalently printed on N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)–activated slides. We first interrogated the HL–SGM with a variety of lectins to confirm the functional immobilization and recognition of glycans and to broadly survey some major structural features of lung N-glycans (Fig. 1B). SNA and MAL-1, which recognize α2,6- and α2,3-linked sialylated glycans, respectively, bound to divergent glycan fractions with higher chart IDs (50 to 138), indicating the presence of both α2,3- and α2,6-linked Sia in the human lung. The lectins concanavalin A, wheat germ agglutinin, and Ricinus communis agglutinin, which bind to glycan determinants with terminal mannose, N-acetylgalactosamine/Sia, and galactose/Sia residues, respectively, bound a variety of glycans. The fucose-binding lectin Akeuria aurantia lectin bound many glycans, demonstrating that fucosylation is common in lung N-glycans. The terminal galactose-binding lectin Erythrina cristagalli lectin bound relatively poorly to the HL–SGM, but its binding was enhanced following exposure of galactosyl residues upon removal of Sia by neuraminidase (NA) treatment (fig. S1). Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato) lectin, which recognizes LacNAc repeats within poly-N-acetyllactosamine sequences (-3Galβ1-4GlcNAcβ1-)n (14), bound weakly to a number of fractions, suggesting that LacNAc repeats are not abundant. To further analyze the sialylated glycans and the
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specificities of SNA and MAL-I, we treated HL-SGM with *Arthrobacter ureafaciens* NA, which cleaves α2,3- and α2,6-linked Sia. This treatment completely eliminated binding of SNA, indicating complete removal of α2,6-linked Sia, but MAL-I binding was only partially reduced (fig. S1). This is consistent with our recent findings, demonstrating that MAL-I can also detect certain nonsialylated, galactose-terminating, branched complex-type N-glycans (15) and, therefore, binding by MAL-I does not directly correspond to the presence of sialylated glycans (16).

**Binding of influenza viruses to HL-SGM**

We analyzed binding to the HL-SGM of a panel of 11 different IAVs, including avian, swine, and human strains of differing subtype, geographic location, and date of isolation (table S1). Each IAV exhibited differential binding to the HL-SGM (Fig. 2A). The human H1N1 vaccine and seasonal strains, A/Brisbane/59/2007 and A/Pennsylvania/08/2008 (Penn), displayed very broad binding profiles to many glycans, while the H1N1 pandemic isolates A/California/04/2009, A/Texas/15/2009, and A/Mexico/InDRE4487/2009, as well as the H3N2 seasonal strain A/New York/55/2004, bound in a more restricted fashion, preferring glycans with lower number chart IDs (1 to 48), which generally correspond to less sialylated glycans. The swine isolates, A/sw/Minnesota/02719/2009 and A/sw/Illinois/02860/2009, exhibit broad binding, while the binding profile for A/sw/Minnesota/02749/2009 was also restricted to the lower numbered chart IDs (1 to 48). The avian isolates display wide-ranging binding profiles.

We selected Penn for more detailed studies, as this virus exhibits a robust binding signal and a broad receptor recognition profile. For each fraction collected by HPLC, a comparison of virus binding activity to fluorescence signal [due to 2-amino-N-(2-aminoethyl)-benzamide (AEAB) label on all glycans] showed no correlation between binding specificity and glycan abundance (fig. S2). The Penn strain bound to glycans of lower fraction numbers, e.g., chart IDs (1 to 48), which are relatively nonsialylated (Fig. 2B), and to those in higher chart IDs (53 to 138), which are sialylated and bound by both MAL-I and SNA. To examine the Sia requirement for virus binding in more detail, we treated the HL-SGM slides with *A. ureafaciens* NA (Fig. 3A). As a control, we treated a defined sialylated N-glycan microarray side by side to establish reaction conditions on a known array that ensures the complete removal of Sia (fig. S3A). We considered the treatment complete once the binding of SNA to the N-glycan microarray was reduced to background levels. Penn retained binding to the HL-SGM after removal of Sia, and binding was mainly to glycans with lower chart IDs (1 to 48). These glycans did not bind SNA and MAL-I, indicating the presence of additional glycan binding determinants for IAV independent of Sia. We also examined avian and swine influenza strains on a desialylated slide, and both retained binding to the lower numbered fractions as observed with Penn, indicating that binding to nonsialylated glycans is not limited to the Penn strain (fig. S3B).

**Mass spectrometry of high binding fractions of HL-SGM**

We analyzed the HL-SGM fractions broadly recognized by a range of viruses. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization–time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS) analyses of glycans revealed both sialylated glycans and those that were phosphorylated (Fig. 3B and fig. S4). The presence of sialylated glycans was exemplified by the MS analysis of the fraction R10N13 (chart ID 118). We detected major molecular ions [e.g., mass/charge ratio (m/z) 2094, 2240, 2605, and 2896] with compositions that represent mono- or disialylated complex-type N-glycans. The glycans in this fraction, which exhibited the highest relative fluorescence units (RFUs) for Penn binding, are
predicted biantennary N-glycans, some with a core fucose, some presenting an additional N-acetyllactosamine unit (Galβ1-4GlcNAcβ1-). All the glycans are sialylated, although only some are sialylated on both branches (Fig. 3C). To determine the terminal Sia linkage, we treated the HL-SGM with *A. ureafaciens* NA and with *Streptococcus pneumoniae* NA, the latter of which cleaves primarily α2,3-linked Sia. We examined the SNA and MAL-I binding to fraction R10N13 (chart ID 118) before and after the NA treatments and found that MAL-I binding is decreased after both NA treatments, indicating that α2,3-linked Sia was present, and that SNA binding was decreased after *A. ureafaciens* NA treatment, but not after *S. pneumoniae* NA treatment, indicating that α2,6-linked Sia was also present (Fig. 3C). The MALDI-TOF-MS profile of the fraction R04N23 (chart ID 47), a fraction for which binding activity is not reduced by neuraminidase treatment, revealed the presence of a series of phosphorylated glycans with the compositions of Hex$_{5-12}$HexNAc$_{0-3}$PO$_3$. On the basis of the knowledge of biosynthetic pathways of N-glycans, structures detected in this fraction are likely high mannose–type N-glycans with a phosphate moiety. Loss of the reducing end HexNAc units of a few molecular ions (e.g., *m/z* 1070, 1395, 1719, and 2043) was due to processing by the oxidative release of natural glycans (ORNG) method, as previously described (17). We also identified molecular ions corresponding to N-glycans as Hex$_9$, e.g., that could be Man$_9$-containing glycans, or with further extension of hexoses that could contain additional glucose residues (*m/z* 1881, 2043, and 2205). Three molecular ions (*m/z* 2004, 2166, and 2328) were observed to display an additional HexNAc unit, which was proposed to be in phosphodiester linkage to the high-mannose structures via a phosphate group, as previously described (18). The fragment ion at *m/z* 79 could not be generated from a sulfate group (*m/z* 97, HSO$_4^-$).

**Fig. 2.** A range of IAVs all displays binding on the HL-SGM to chart IDs not bound by sialylated glycan binding lectins, SNA, and MAL-I. (A) Fluorescently labeled viruses, representative of different subtypes and host species, were bound to the array and display divergent binding profiles. (B) Penn binding to HL-SGM and comparison to SNA and MAL-I. IAV virus Penn was labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 and bound to the HL-SGM. The panels for MAL-I and SNA binding are included to demonstrate the nonoverlap between the Sia-binding lectins (light blue boxes) and the virus binding in the lower fraction numbers (green box).
by losing a water molecule. Therefore, the detection of the fragment ions at m/z 79 (PO₃⁻) and 97 (H₂PO₄⁻) indicated that the molecular ion at m/z 2125 contained a phosphate moiety. In confirmation of this interpretation, treatment of the fractions R05N15 (chart ID 58) and R02N23 (chart ID 21) with NA and/or phosphatase caused peak shifts in the HPLC profiles that correspond to the loss of Sia or the loss of phosphorylation (fig. S5).

**Significance of phosphorylated glycans for IAV binding**

To define whether phosphorylation of glycans is required for binding by Penn, we treated the HL-SGM with bovine alkaline phosphatase, *A. ureafaciens* NA, or a combination of both (Fig. 4). We confirmed that alkaline phosphatase was efficient, using a synthetic glycan array containing a few phosphorylated glycans, in which alkaline phosphatase caused loss of binding of the single-chain variable domain antibody fragment (scFv) M6P-1, specific for selected mannose-6-phosphate (Man6P)–containing glycans (fig. S6) (19). Notably, the dephosphorylation of the HL-SGM by alkaline phosphatase treatment following NA treatment resulted in a total loss of virus binding (Fig. 4). Treating the arrays separately with NA or phosphatase individually leads to the retention of some binding, although the profiles are separate and distinct, with IAV binding on the NA-treated slide to glycans of chart IDs 1 to 48, whereas IAV binding on the phosphatase-treated slide occurred to glycans in chart IDs 50 to 120. We also treated the HL-SGM with NA and then completed the virus binding experiments in the presence of Man6P scFv (Fv M6P-1). The Fv M6P-1 competitively inhibited virus binding to the NA-treated slide (Fig. 4). The complete reduction of virus binding to background levels following phosphatase treatment, combined with the competitive inhibition exhibited by Fv M6P-1, confirms that glycan phosphorylation is a key contributor to the Sia-independent binding by Penn.

To further confirm the importance of glycan phosphorylation to IAV binding to the HL-SGM, we performed hapten inhibition studies (Fig. 5). Incubation of Penn with 20 mM Sia inhibited the binding to those sialylated glycans recognized by MAL-I and/or SNA. The binding profile of Sia inhibition mimics that of an NA-treated slide. Binding competition with 6-sialyllactose produces the same effect (fig. S7A). These results suggest that IAV binds sialylated glycans through the canonical Sia receptor–binding site (RBS) on HA. In competition experiments with 20 mM Sia on an NA-treated slide, IAV retains binding, albeit at somewhat lower RFUs, to the glycans not recognized by either MAL-I or SNA, suggesting that the binding is occurring in a Sia-independent manner and not via the RBS. When we included Man6P on a slide with the sialylated glycans intact, the hapten had no effect on binding to sialylated glycans, indicating that it is not interfering with the canonical RBS on HA. However, following desialylation of glycans on the HL-SGM, the inclusion of Man6P caused a reduction in binding to most of the glycans. This effect is most pronounced for Man6P; other sugars, phosphorylated or sulfated in the 1 or 6 position, including mannose-6-sulfate (Man6S) and fructose-6-phosphate (Fruc6P), had more limited...
inhibition of IAV binding. Inclusion of glucose-1-phosphate (Glc1P) and Glc6P reduced IAV binding to certain fractions such as chart IDs 26 to 33. Overall, these results indicate that Sia is an inhibitor of IAV binding to sialylated glycans and that Man6P is an inhibitor of binding to phosphorylated glycans.

**Proteomics of virus particle**
Consistent with the above results, Man6P does not inhibit binding to sialylated N-glycans on the defined N-glycan array, again suggesting that the inhibition is not due to competition with the RBS (fig. S7B). This result suggests that IAV may have an alternative binding site for phosphorylated glycans. We also considered the possibility that IAV might contain host cell–derived Man6P receptors (MPRs). We tested binding of IAV to a glycan microarray containing a few synthetic glycans with Man6P (fig. S7C) and found no virus binding. In previous studies, we reported that the recombinant cation-independent MPR (CI-MPR) and cation-dependent MPR (CD-MPR) (20), as well as Fv M6P-1 (19), all bound well to the Man6P-containing glycans. These results demonstrate that the IAV is not using either the CI-MPR or the CD-MPR to bind to glycans with Man6P modifications. Nevertheless, we conducted proteomic analysis of virus preparations, propagated in Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells,
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**Fig. 4.** A combination of NA and phosphatase treatment of the HL-SGM results in no binding of Penn, while single enzymatic treatments allow for binding to certain glycan fractions. Binding inhibition with Fv M6P-1 (100 μg/ml) is also shown.

**Fig. 5.** Different phosphorylated sugars produce no inhibition to Penn on the HL-SGM in hapten competition assays, indicating that charge alone is not mediating virus binding to nonsialylated glycans. The IAV-only RFUs are represented in gray, while the IAV and hapten RFUs are in green. In addition, the HL-SGM was treated with neuraminidase A (denoted as NA) to remove Sia before binding experiments, and the IAV-only RFUs are in gray, while the IAV and hapten RFUs are in purple.
for the presence of the host CI-MPR and/or the CD-MPR and detected
the presence of peptides corresponding to the canine CI-MPR (see
Supplementary Methods and fig. S8) in addition to other host proteins,
although relative abundance compared to viral proteins is unknown.
The liquid chromatography–tandem MS data have been uploaded to
the MassIVE repository as part of the University of California San
Diego Center for Computational Mass Spectrometry (UCSD/CCMS)
MS datasets. The raw files are housed in the repository and linked
with our publication title. Thus, while our analysis reveals that the
canine MPR is present on the virus particle, the inability of the virus
to bind to the Man6P-containing glycan array demonstrates that the
recognition of phosphorylated glycans is not mediated by the MPR
and/or requires additional complex glycan determinants.

**DISCUSSION**

Our findings provide novel insights into the interaction of influenza
viruses with glycans derived from the human lung. While many pre-
vious studies have demonstrated that IAV can bind Sia-containing
glycans, the types of glycans in the human lung recognized by IAV
are not well studied. Through our generation of the HL-SGM repre-
senting the human lung N-glycans, we explored more broadly the
types of natural and endogenous glycans bound by IAV. Our studies
led to the unexpected discovery that, in addition to binding select
sialylated glycans, many IAV strains can also bind phosphorylated
glycans.

The discovery of phosphorylated binding determinants for IAV
HA suggests new possibilities for the development of therapeutics
for IAV infection.

The development of the human lung N-glycome and generation
of an HL-SGM was prompted by the fact that many previous studies
on IAV binding to glycans were performed on defined glycan micro-
arrays of limited relevance to endogenous glycans in the human lung
or were performed with erythrocytes, which may not be ideal sur-
gragates for defining IAV glycan specificity. While erythrocytes
may have many sialylated glycans, there are few studies on the struc-
tures of N-glycans in animal erythrocytes and no studies on specific
erythrocyte-derived glycans bound by IAV. Defined glycan micro-
arrays, while obviously useful for exploring glycan recognition, have
not been generated to replicate the natural N-glycome of human lung.

A few reports have characterized a selection of available recep-
tors for IAV in natural tissues (7, 21, 22); however, our HL-SGM
provides the first natural glycan microarray for the human lung and
allowed us to identify a broad range of endogenous natural glycan
receptors for IAV. We identified a wide variety of sialylated N-glycan
determinants with α2,3 and/or α2,6 linkages including bi-, tri-, and
tetraantennary glycans of varying sizes. If both Sia linkage types can
be found on cell surfaces at sites of infection, then receptor avail-
ability may not be the only binding determinant that drives cross-
species transmission. Mutations in HA that lead to dual recognition
of both α2,3- and α2,6-linked Sia have been linked to avian-to-
mammalian transmission of H5 and H7 subtype strains in experi-
mental settings (23–28); however, the loss of α2,3-binding specificity
may actually be more important for sustained transmission than a
gain of α2,6-binding specificity (29), perhaps as a mechanism for
avoiding interactions with mucins that are rich in α2,3-linked Sia
(30). Our HL-SGM binding studies here and previous work on a pig
lung shotgun glycan microarray indicate that the same preferred re-
ceptor, the sialylated biantennary N-glycan, is present in both human
and pig lungs (7), supporting the view that receptor availability con-
stitutes only a minor hurdle for cross-species transmission between
pigs and humans. With regard to SNA and MAL-I that have been used
historically to identify receptor distribution in different host species
(1–4, 6, 7) and tissues (11–13), our results revealed that nonsialylated
glycans from the lung are recognized by MAL-I. This finding raises
important reservations concerning the interpretation of glycan ex-
pression relative to IAV binding from lectin binding data alone.

Our discovery of IAV binding to phosphorylated glycan deter-
m inants in addition to selected sialylated glycan determinants raises
important possibilities for IAV entry. Hapten inhibition experiments
show that virus binding to sialylated glycans is inhibited by Sia and
not by Man6P, whereas binding to phosphorylated structures is not
inhibited by Sia but is inhibited by Man6P. These results suggest
that IAV binding to phosphorylated glycans is not occurring via the
canonical receptor binding site on HA and that either HA or NA
may contain binding sites for the phosphorylated glycans. Second-
ary binding sites on HA and NA have already been demonstrated
for Sia recognition (31, 32). HA interactions with monovalent Sia-
containing substrates are relatively weak (33, 34), and successful
attachment and entry are thought to rely on multiple HA-receptor
interactions in which phosphorylated glycans could participate. This
binding to phosphorylated glycans could also explain the observa-
tion that desialylation of cells by NA treatment fails to block infec-
tion (35–37). The recognition of alternative binding substrates could
provide influenza viruses with increased evolutionary plasticity by
facilitating attachment or entry, as selective pressures are driving
changes in the Sia-binding site of HA, and this could have repercus-
sions with respect to cross-species transmission or vaccine efforts.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Human tissues**

Donor lungs not fit for transplant were provided by LifeLink Foun-
dation Inc. (Norcross, GA). Only lungs from healthy individuals with
no smoking history or lung complications were included in the study.

**Viruses and cells**

Virus stocks representing swine, human, and avian isolates were se-
lected on the basis of their availability and the relevance of the strain
with respect to circulation in a population (table S1). As described
previously (6, 7), the virus stocks were grown in MDCK cells or
MDCK-Siat 1 cells that were maintained using Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum
and penicillin-streptomycin. Briefly, 85 to 90% confluent MDCK cells
grown in T175 flasks were washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), overlaid with 10 ml of serum-free DMEM supple-
mented with tosylsulfonyl phenylalanil ketone (TPCK) trypsin
(1 μg/ml) and infected with a 1:1000 or 1:10,000 dilution of the
original virus stock. Cells were incubated with rocking for 1 hour at
ambient temperature, the inoculum was removed, and 30 ml of
serum-free DMEM supplemented with TPCK trypsin (1 μg/ml) was
added. The flask were incubated at 37°C for 2 to 3 days until mono-
layers were 80 to 90% destroyed. Infected cell supernatants were
clarified by low-speed centrifugation and then pelleted through a
25% sucrose cushion in NTE buffer (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM tris, and
1 mM EDTA). Purified viruses were pelleted by centrifugation in
ultra-clear centrifuge tubes (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN)
and a Beckman Coulter SW32 Ti rotor at 133548.5g for 2 hours and
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were resuspended in 2 ml of PBS buffer at 4°C overnight. The resuspended pellets were combined and subjected to an additional spin in an SW41 Ti rotor at 55408 g for 1 hour. These pellets were resuspended in 2 ml of PBS, aliquoted, and frozen at −80°C. Frozen, purified virus strains were later thawed, and the hemagglutination units (HAUs) and plaque-forming units (PFU/ml) titers were determined using standard techniques. HA concentration was monitored for the array experiments, although the viruses were not normalized to the same HA titer. We have found that a minimum neat titer of 256 HAU/50 μl is sufficient to visualize virus binding to the array and have confirmed that the binding pattern does not change, although the RFUs increase, upon higher HA titers. The stocks of all viruses used in these studies were resequenced after the limited amplification in MDCK cells before labeling for glycan array analysis. We detected no sequence changes and no evidence of observable heterogeneity.

**Agglutination of erythrocytes**

Chicken erythrocytes were acquired from Lampire Biological Laboratories (Pipersville, PA) or Rockland Immunochemicals Inc. (Limerick, PA) as whole-blood preparations. As described previously (6, 7), whole-blood preparations were washed two times with 1× PBS and diluted to 0.5% for hemagglutination experiments, which were performed using standard techniques. Briefly, 0.5% erythrocyte preparations were added to twofold serial dilutions of 50 μl of virus stock for 1 hour to determine the HA titer. This procedure was performed before and after labeling the virus with Alexa Fluor 488 to monitor the HA titer during the labeling process. Infectious titers of virus stocks were also determined by plaque assay on MDCK cell monolayers.

**Fluorescent labeling of IAV**

Binding of fluorescently labeled IAV was performed as previously described (6, 7, 38, 39). Briefly, 200 μl of virus was incubated with 25 μg of Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) in 1 M NaHCO₃ (pH 9.0) for 1 hour at room temperature. Labeled viruses were dialyzed against PBS using a 7000–molecular weight–cutoff Slide-A-Lyzer minidialysis unit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) overnight at 4°C. All cases, labeled viruses were used in experiments the following day.

**Isolation of N-glycans**

The frozen human lung tissue was sectioned to obtain pieces representative of each lobe to a total of ~500 g. The tissue was then blended to homogenize and was processed to release intact N-glycans via ORNG, which has been shown to be specific for N-glycan release (17). Briefly, the tissue was treated with 6% NaClO, and the reaction was quenched via the addition of formic acid. Precipitates were removed via centrifugation, and the solution was dialyzed before labeling with the fluorescent linker, AEAB (40). The AEAB-labeled glycans were then separated over 2D HPLC. The separated fractions become the samples in the tagged glycan library representative of the human lung. These samples were used both for direct structural analysis and for microarray analysis. For glycan microarray analysis, the fractions were printed on NHS-activated slides to generate the HL-SGM. The fractions were printed without adjustment to the concentration to reflect the abundance of each glycan component in the lung.

**HPLC separation of AEAB glycans**

An HPLC CMB-20A system (Shimadzu), coupled with an ultraviolet-light detector (SPD-20A) and a fluorescence detector (RF-10AXL), was used for HPLC analysis and separation of AEAB-conjugated glycans. 2D HPLC separation, using reverse phase (Vydac C18, Hichrom, UK), followed by normal phase (ZORBAX NH2, Agilent, USA) columns (39), provided multiple fractions. The quantified fractions obtained after 2D HPLC were then lyophilized and stored frozen as the human lung–tagged glycan library.

**MS analysis**

All MS analyses of AEAB glycans were carried out using a Bruker Daltonics Ultraflex-II MALDI-TOF/TOF system under reflectron negative mode. 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (10 mg/ml in 50% methanol) was used as matrix.

**Microarray preparation and analysis**

All samples were diluted 1:5 in sodium phosphate buffer (150 mM; pH 8.5) before printing. Noncontact piezo dispensing was performed using a sciFLEXARRAYER S11 ultralow volume dispensing robot (Scienion AG) onto NHS-functionalized glass slides (SCHOTT Nexterion Slide H, SCHOTT AG). All printed samples were dispensed within 10% variation of 330 pl in replicates of four spots per analyte. Upon completion of dispensing, printed arrays were incubated overnight at 80% relative humidity. All arrays were then blocked via submersion in 100 mM sodium tetraborate buffer (pH 8.5) with 50 mM ethanolamine for 1 hour at room temperature on an orbital shaker, followed by 10× dip washes in 1× PBS with 0.05% polysorbate 20, followed by 10× dip washes in ultrapure water. The arrays were then dried in a slide spinner and stored at −20°C until needed.

Before assay, arrays were rehydrated for 5 min in TSM buffer [20 mM tris-HCl, 150 mM sodium chloride (NaCl), 0.2 mM calcium chloride (CaCl₂), and 0.2 mM magnesium chloride (MgCl₂)], and the analyses were carried out for lectins and viruses as previously described for 1 hour at 4°C to prevent NA activity (37, 40). Biotinylated lectins (Vector Labs) were used as controls in the binding assay, and the bound lectins were detected by a secondary incubation with cyanine 5–conjugated streptavidin (5 μg/ml; Invitrogen). For multiplex experiments on a single slide, a ProPlate Multi-Well chamber (Grace Bio-Labs) was used to isolate each printed array during the assay. All arrays were scanned using a GenePix 4300A microarray scanner (Molecular Devices) equipped with four lasers covering an excitation range from 488 to 635 nm. Acquired images were quantified using GenePix Pro Microarray Analysis software and then further processed using Microsoft Excel spreadsheets as previously described (38, 41). For cyanine 5 fluorescence, 649 nm (ex) and 670 nm (em) were used. For Alexa Fluor 488 fluorescence, 495 nm (ex) and 519 nm (em) were used. For enzymatic treatment of the microarrays, each array was rehydrated for 5 min in TSM buffer and then incubated with Neuraminidase A (New England BioLabs) diluted 1:6 in 1× GlycoBuffer for 18 hours rocking at room temperature. Following incubation, the array was washed four times each with TSMW (20 mM tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM CaCl₂, 0.2 mM MgCl₂, and 0.05% Tween-20), TSM, and water. For phosphatase treatment, arrays were treated with bovine alkaline phosphatase (Sigma-Aldrich, Burlington, MA) at a 1:5 dilution in water for 24 hours at 37°C. Following incubation, the array was washed four times each with TSM and water. Hapten sugars Man6P, Fuc6P, Glc1P, Glu6P, and Man6S were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, and Fv M6P-1 was produced by S.-M.-L. (19). 6-sialyllactose was also used for hapten competition and obtained from Carbosynth. Hapten competition experiments were carried out with 20 mM hapten or 100 μg/ml of the Fv M6P-1...
premixed with the virus or lectin before incubation of the combined solution on the array. Because of normal variance in absolute RFU signal between replicate experiments, the glycan microarray experiments are considered to be a qualitative assay, with specific emphasis on the binding profile or signature of the sample, rather than a quantitative examination of total RFU. In the case of enzymatic treatment or hapten competition, the reduction in signal is measured pairwise with untreated slides with the same sample preparation to reduce experiment to experiment variation; however, the interpretation of the results is still focused on qualitative changes in the binding profile and not on the addition or subtraction of absolute RFU.
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